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Agenda 
Special Meeting of the 

USA Fencing Board of Directors 
June 12, 2013 via Teleconference      

 

 

I.  General Information and Organizational Items 

General announcements 

Remarks – Donald Anthony, President 

1. Appointment of Independent Director 

2. Appointment of Vice President(s) 

3. Election of US Fencing Foundation Trustee 

4. FIE 100 and Fencing Day event in conjunction with 2013 Hall of Fame Induction Reception 

 

II.  Approval of Minutes 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To approve the minutes from the May 8, 2013 Special Meeting of the Board of 

Directors. 

III.    Executive Director’s Report (Val Belmonte) 

 

IV.   Finance and Budget (Sam Cheris) 

Financial Reports 

Motion (Mr. Cheris): To receive the Budget Report, as submitted to the Board. 

 

V.   Committee and Task Force Matters 

 Committee Reports 

 Motion (Mr. Baker): To receive committee reports, as submitted to the Board. 

 

 Appointment of Sports Performance Task Force 
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VI.   Legal Update (Jim Neale) 

  

VII.   Old Business 

 

VIII.    New Business  

1. Motion (Mr. Glon, on behalf of the Youth Development Committee):  To implement the 

following direct elimination format change for Y10 in all weapons for the 2013-2014 season: 

 

Y10 direct elimination bouts are for 10 hits or end when two periods of three minutes, with a one-

minute rest between each period, have passed. The first period ends either at the expiration of three 

minutes or when 5 hits are scored, whichever comes first. 

 

(The rules for handling ties in score at the end of regulation, awarding of cards and non-combativity 

will apply as currently written.) 

 

Motion Background:  Currently, in both Y10 and Y12 direct elimination bouts, the format is 2 out 

of 3 - 5 touch bouts. Y14 direct elimination bouts follow the standard 15 touches, 3-3 minute periods 

format.   Over the past seasons youth coaches have expressed interest in adjusting the formats for all 

youth direct elimination bouts to more closely align with what young fencers will experience as they 

come up through the competitive system.  They have shared the concern that the current system of 

2/3 5 touch bouts, although having some benefits, may not be the best way to prepare youth fencers 

for the next levels of competition.  Also, since the majority of the youth competitive population 

fence across age groups, they are often fencing different formats from day to day.  Tournament and 

National Office staff have also articulated that given the growth of our youth population and the 

increase in their level of skill and experience at younger ages, it is time to look at the effectiveness of 

the 2/3 5 touch format for DEs in 10’s and 12’s.    

 

It was important to the committee members that any change is not being proposed simply for 

changes sake.  The system as it stands is not broken.  All formats have pros and cons.  The 

committee was diligent in weighing these factors in coming to this format change recommendation.  

The primary goal is to provide the best format to balance the developmental needs of these young 

athletes while preparing them for future levels of competition.  YDC members took significant time 

this season to interview coaches and athletes on this issue and found that a solid majority felt it was 

time for this change.  

 

Motion Rationale:   

 

1) In the interest of providing the best developmental competitive experience, this 

format more closely aligns with the formats that fencers will experience as they 

move up through the competitive system. 

2) Many 5 touch bouts are fenced in pools.   

3) Many Y10 fencers fence up in age group and this approach to the DE format is 

scaffolded. 
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4) In order to address the concern that our youngest athletes may lose in the first 

period without time for a coaching break (which is inherently built into the 2/3 5 

touch format), the YDC has adapted the Veteran Sabre DE format for all weapons 

in Y10. This ensures a coaching break in all Y10 bouts. 

5) This format already exists in Fencing Time for Veterans Sabre, therefore no major 

tournament software adaptations are necessary. 

 

 

2. Motion (Mr. Glon, on behalf of the Youth Development Committee): To implement the 

following direct elimination format change for Y12 in all weapons for the 2013-2014 season: 

 

Y12 direct elimination bouts are for 15 hits or end when 3 periods of three minutes, with a one-

minute rest between each period have passed.   

 

(The rules for handling ties in score at the end of regulation, awarding of cards and non-combativity 

will apply as currently written.) 

 

 

Rationale (in addition to those mentioned in the previous motion): 

 

1) Many of our Y12 fencers also fence Y14 which follows this standard format 

2) Y12 fencers are generally 10-13 years old and can handle the physical and emotional 

aspect of a 15 touch DE 

3) For Y10 fencers who are not age eligible but may fence in Y12 due to points 

qualification, it is up to the parent/coaches’ discretion as to an individual athlete’s ability 

to compete in the standard 15 touch DE format. 

 

3. Motion (Mr. Blake, on behalf of the Tournament Formats Task Force): To accept the 

recommendations of the Tournament Formats Task Force and incorporate them into the Operations 

Manual as described in the task force report.  

 

Rationale: This would clarify the formats permitted for various types of local and regional formats 

and establish a process for evaluating and adding new permitted formats. 

 

4. Motion (Ms. Crouse, on behalf of the Tournament Committee): To allow qualification by 

petition only for the Junior Olympic Championships. 

 

Rationale: With the creation and growth of the regional circuits, there are now multiple 

qualification paths for championships at Summer Nationals. Most petitions received for SN events 

cite reasons (attendance at out-of-town school, choosing to attend a different tournament instead of 

the qualifying event) that are explicitly disallowed and fail to recognize the existence of alternate 

qualification paths. The elimination of the petition process for SN would significantly streamline SN 

preparation for tournament staff. (This motion also streamlines the remaining petition process by 

requiring submission by email, eliminating the need to scan paper documents for distribution.) 

 

Note: Appeals due to qualifying tournaments being improperly run would still be allowed as 

described in Section 2.9 of the Athlete Handbook. 

  

[Proposed changes to the Athlete Handbook related to this motion are included in Appendix E] 
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IX.   Good and Welfare 

The next in-person Board meeting is scheduled for July 1, 2013 in Columbus, OH. 

 

 

X.   Executive Session to consider personnel, litigation, disciplinary and membership matters 

 

XI.    Adjournment 

Motion (Mr. Baker): To adjourn the meeting. 
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Appendix A 

Goals and Responsibilities of the Clubs Committee 

 

1. Canvas the USFA office and committee members as to what questions arise for the office or  within their 

clubs and develop a procedure for those questions to be answered by persons on the committee thus relieving 

some of the burden from the USFA office. 

 

2. Development of a "Fencing Club Business Alliance" as a resource for clubs.  Where we could meet on a 

regular basis to provide feedback, blog, forums, panel discussions at nationals, etc. 

 

3. Continue to develop timely stories about club developments and accomplishments in the American Fencing 

Magazine by going to clubs in different regions to tell us about themselves and how they have accomplished 

their goals to promote fencing in their area. 

 

4. Review the club fees for the next fiscal year prior to submitting the information to the budget committee. 

 

5. Provide input on how the National Office can better serve the clubs. 

 

6. Help the National Office establish a club recognition program for the 2014-2015 season. 

 

7. Serve as a resource for quarterly webinars and info sessions that we would like to provide for club members. 

 

8. Serve as a resource for clubs on how to set up askfred accounts, how to become a USFA Club member, how 

to develop video tutorials, in conjunction with this goal to develop on the USFA website a tab for the committee 

to fulfill this resource goal. 
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Appendix B 

Tournament Committee Report 

 

Summer Nationals 

As of the triple-fee deadline May 27, registration was 7551 individual and 4419 team entries. All competition 

days are projected to end after 7:00 pm, with 5 projected for 9:00 pm or later. 

 

Tournament Formats Task Force 
The task force completed its report, which was sent for review to the FOC, the Director of Sport Performance 

and Development, the Divisions & Sections Committee, the ROC Committee, the Veterans Committee, the 

YDC, the TOC, and the TC itself. We received positive or neutral responses from Seth Kelsey, Buzz Hurst 

(Divisions & Sections), Jude Offerle (Veterans), and the YDC, though Jennie Salmon noted that the language 

concerning Youth events may need to be changed to align with their own proposed change to Youth formats. 

We recommend the adoption of the task force recommendations. 

 

Entry Petitions 
The petition process continues to be abused, with large numbers of petitions for reasons that are explicitly stated 

in the Athlete Handbook as not permitted. Processing these petitions creates an unnecessary burden on office 

staff and volunteers. Because there are now multiple qualification paths for SN events, we propose to allow 

petitions only for JOs. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Mary Griffith 
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Appendix C 

Tournament Formats Task Force Report 

 

The Tournament Formats Task Force was created to clarify and standardize the list of sanctioned tournament 

formats for all USFA events. The need for this arose from the existing ambiguity in the Operations Manual, as 

well as divisions running qualifier events using questionable formats. The task force reviewed existing and 

proposed formats, and makes the following recommendations for integration into the Operations Manual 

(replacing sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2), effective August 1, 2013. 

Tournament formats approved for awarding classifications 

1. Pool(s) to Pool(s) to Pool(s)  

2. Pool (s) to standard DE  

3. Pool(s) to DE with Repechage  

4. Pool(s) to DE with all places fenced  

5. Round Robin (one large pool)  

6. NCAA Championship Format - Round Robin with super DE (Top 4/8)  

7. “Sharks and Minnows” – See Appendix A  

8. Super Pools/Canadian Elite (Pools to DE to Pool(s) to DE)  

Tournament formats with provisional approval 

1. Pool(s) to DE with losers’ bracket to earn third (Wrestle backs). 

Note: This format was approved in the September Board of Directors meeting with rationale that would 

have put it in the provisional category if it existed at that time. We recommend it be listed as Provisional 

and go through further evaluation before being listed as a standard format. 

Tournaments formats specifically excluded from awarding classifications 

1. One touch tournaments  

2. Tournaments that go straight to DE  

3. Tournaments that exempt a given number of fencers at the start.  

 
Rules for all US Fencing tournaments that award classifications 

1. All pool bouts must be 5 touches and 3 minutes (Rule o.17). 

2. All direct elimination bouts must be 15 touches and three 3-minute periods, or 10 touches and two 3-

minute periods for Veterans, or best two-of-three 5-touch bouts for Youth 10 and Youth 12, with one-

minute rests between periods. In sabre direct elimination bouts, except Veterans and Youth 10 and 12, 

the one-minute rest occurs when one fencer’s score reaches 8 or 3 minutes have expired in the first 

period, whichever occurs first. For Veteran events, the one-minute rest occurs when one fencer’s score 

reaches 5 touches (Rule o.23-24). 
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3. There must be at least 50% promotion of fencers between rounds, except when using NCAA 

Championship format. 

Tournament formats for all US Fencing National Qualifiers 

Divisional qualifiers, Regional Open Circuit (ROC) and Super Youth Circuit (SYC) are included in this 

category. Regional Youth Cups (RYC) are not included in this category. 

1. One round of pool(s) to Straight DE. 

2. Two rounds of pools to Straight DE. 

Rules for all US Fencing tournaments that are National Qualifiers 

1. All pool bouts must be to a maximum of 5 touches and 3 minutes. 

2. All direct elimination bouts must be 15 touches and three 3-minute periods, or 10 touches and two 3-

minute periods for Veterans, or best two-of-three 5-touch bouts for Youth 10 and Youth 12, with one-

minute rests between periods. In sabre direct elimination bouts, except Veterans and Youth 10 and 12, 

the one-minute rest occurs when one fencer’s score reaches 8 or 3 minutes have expired in the first 

period, whichever occurs first. For Veteran events, the one-minute rest occurs when one fencer’s score 

reaches 5 touches (Rule o.23-24). 

3. There must be at least 50% promotion of fencers between rounds.  

4. DEs with Repechage and DEs fenced to all places are not allowed for National Qualifiers.  

5. There will not be a fence-off for third place unless it is necessary to determine a single qualifying slot.  

6. If there is an absolute tie for the final qualifying slot, there must be a fence-off (15-touch bout, or DE 

format mandated by age-level of event) to determine the final qualifying slot.  

Notification 

1. Must be published at least 3 weeks prior to the event  

2. Format must be announced when published  

3. Format must be announced at the start of the tournament  

4. Must meet Divisional rules for Sanctioning. 

5. Online posting on AskFRED.net and/or the Division website are acceptable methods of notification. 

Consequences for failure to follow the above rules 

1. Division can remove sanction and void any classifications potentially earned.  

2. ROC and SYC organizers who fail to follow the rules should be reviewed by the ROC Committee/Youth 

Development Committee and possibly be eliminated from consideration for holding an event the 

following year.  

3. Divisions who chronically fail to follow the rules for qualifiers should be reviewed by the Tournament 
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Committee who may require an observer be assigned for future such events, all expenses to be covered 

by the Division.  

Approval of tournament formants not listed above 

We feel a subcommittee of the TC should be empaneled to hear proposed new tournament formats in two steps: 

1. Provisional approval to judge effectiveness. 

2. As appropriate, addition to above approved tournament list. 

 

Appendix: Sharks and Minnows Tournament Format 

This tournament format is two rounds of pools, followed by a direct elimination tableau. The first round of 

pools is seeded per normal USFA tournament standards. 

Example (Fencers A-Q, seeded in order) 

Pool 1: A, F, G, L, M, R  

Pool 2: B, E, H, K, N, Q  

Pool 3: C, D, I, J, O, P 

The second round of pools contains two types, the “shark” and “minnow” pools. The shark pool is the top-

seeded fencers to come out of the first round. 

Example (Fencers A-Q, seeded in order) 

“Sharks” 

Pool 1: A, B, C, D, E, F  

“Minnows” 

Pool 2: G, J, K, N, O, R 

Pool 3: H, I, L, M, P, Q 

The DE tableau may or may not have a cut. The participants of the “shark” pool are guaranteed the top seeds, 

which will be based on their second round pool performance. The remaining spots are based on the results of 

the minnow pools. The resulting DE tableau is fenced as normal until a single winner remains. 

Example (Top 16 promoted):  

A (1) v. P (16) 

B (2) v. N (15) 

C (3) v. M (14) 

… 

G (7) v. J (10) 

H (8) v. I (9) 

Q, R not promoted 
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Rationale: 

In many areas, local events do not provide a deep field. This is a disincentive for top competitors to fence, 

because they do not get many bouts at an appropriate level. In addition, lower-level competitors will not get 

many repetitions, potentially going 0-6 and losing their first DE to a highly-ranked opponent. 

The sharks and minnows format attempts to solve this by: 

• Providing a higher number of minimum bouts, giving developmental athletes more repetitions. 

• Creating an opportunity for higher-level athletes to get competitive bouts against each other. 

• Creating a fair opportunity for any fencer to win the event. A fencer who is cut from the tableau has had 

two opportunities to make it (the second with the top fencers removed from their pool), and an athlete 

can come from the minnow pool to win the event. 
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Appendix D 

Parent Committee Report 

 

I.   The Parent Committee puts forward the following as its Charter for approval:  

Parent Committee Charter 
 

Parent Committee Mission: 
To strengthen, cultivate and expand the sport of Fencing by inspiring and engaging the parents of USA Fencing. 

 

Committee Goals: 
1. Develop and Implement a Parent Outreach Program. 

2. Contribute to Increasing and Fostering the Volunteer Base. 

3. Assist with Community Development and Enrichment. 

  

Committee Objectives: 
1. Develop educational resources and organize educational events for parents and fencers at Youth and 

Cadet NAC’s. 

2. Staff a table with vetted volunteers at Youth and Cadet NAC’s to: 

 Welcome parents and help provide basic answers and direction to resources. 

 Connect fencers and parents interested in volunteering to appropriate volunteer organizers within 

their region/division. 

 Communicate various USA Fencing programs and opportunities (such as the All-Academic Team) 

to the community. 

 Communicate USA Fencing financial support and sponsorship opportunities to the community.  

 

II.  The Parent Committee has corresponded by email and discussed the following: 

A. Parent Committee Charter and Committee Objectives. 

B. Having a small table at Summer Nationals. 

III. The Parent Committee plans to meet in person at the 2012/2013 Summer Nationals. 

Respectfully submitted,  

Kirsten Crouse  

Chair, Parent Committee 
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Appendix E 

Proposed Changes to Athlete Handbook Related to New Business Motion 4 
 

2.8 Petition Process 

In exceptional cases, subject to approval by the USFA Board of Directors or its designee, a 

member of the USFA in good standing may be permitted to qualify to the Junior Olympic Fencing 

Championships or USA Fencing National Championships by petition. No petition may contravene 

the results of a qualifying competition – a fencer who has fenced in the qualifying competition 

without withdrawing due to valid medical reasons cannot then petition to disregard or override 

those results. Petitions will be denied for fencers who chose to fence in a regional qualifier (RYC, 

SYC, ROC) over their Division qualifier. 

There is no petition or waivers for Division I Nationals any event other than the Junior Olympic 

Championships; for all others, the fencer either meets the qualification standards or does not. 

The following criteria and procedures are applicable to filing a petition: 

A petition may be filed by a fencer who qualified (by means of competition or petition) to that same 

competition in the prior season or whose competitive record during the current fencing season 

indicates a strong possibility that the athlete would have qualified had they been able to compete 

in the qualifying competition but: 

1. .Was unable to compete in the qualifying competitions this season, OR  

2. .Did compete and had to withdraw because of a disabling injury or illness.  

(Note: Mere attendance at an out-of-town school during the qualifying competition shall not 

constitute inability to compete.) 

All petitions must be made in writing to USA FENCING National Events, 4065 Sinton Road, Suite 

140, Colorado Springs, CO 80907 via email to nationalevents@usfencing.org. Such petitions are 

to be filed within five business days following the competition at which the petitioner could have 

qualified. Relief from this deadline will be granted only when the specific qualifying competition is 

held less than two weeks prior to the entry deadline. Under no circumstances will petitions be 

accepted if received after the entry deadline for the Championships. 

Here are some examples of petition and their dispositions: 

A. .If a fencer is injured or becomes ill while competing in a qualifying competition and does not withdraw 

on a medical basis, the result stands and there is NO petition. It is better not to fence and get medical 

documentation or to withdraw and ask the bout committee for a written statement verifying the medical 

withdrawal. That statement or medical documentation must be submitted with the petition.  

B. .Petitions will not be considered for the case in which fencer is attending school in another division. 

Division membership is determined by where one lives, or goes to school, or the location of the club 

that fencer represents in competition. When USFA membership is renewed, the fencer must state the 
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Division to be assigned based on these criteria. That is one’s Division for the year and the one from 

which one can qualify to Championship tournaments.  

C. .The Division scheduled the qualifying competition on the same weekend as a NAC or regional 

tournament. (Divisions try to avoid such conflicts but it may not always be possible.) The fencer must 

decide in which competition(s) he or she wishes to compete. A petition will not be approved if the 

fencer decides to fence in the NAC or the regional tournament rather than the qualifying competition.  

D. .An athlete who petitions over multiple years may have the petition denied by the National Office.  

E. .Petitions will not be accepted due to qualifying fields being adjusted due to the removal of  

ineligible fencers in the competition.  

The petition must be accompanied by: 

1  A non-refundable fee of $100.00, payable to USA FENCING  

2  A written statement that gives the specific details of the dates, reason for absence or withdrawal, 

and other pertinent facts. Written notice from the attending physician and/or statement from the Bout 

Committee must substantiate any medical reasons if the medical reason required withdrawal from the 

qualifying competition. 

1  A summary of the fencer's significant competitive results during the past year. In particular, results 

in previous National Championships and recent North American Cup (NAC) competitions should be  

noted.  

2  Evidence that a copy of the petition has been submitted to the Chair or Secretary of the Division 

that hosted the qualifying competition. If the basis for the petition does not correspond with information 

available to the Division officer, then USA FENCING expects the officer to so notify the national office 

in writing.  

3  A completed entry form for the Junior Olympic Fencing Championships with the correct registration 

and entry fees or receipt indicating entry was submitted online. If the petition is not approved, these 

fees associated with the entry will be refunded.  

4  Inclusion of a fax back sheet for reply to the petition if athlete does not have a current e-mail 

address; otherwise responses to the petition will be made by e-mail.  

Petitions that do not meet these requirements will not be considered.  

Decisions on petitions will be based upon the validity of reasons given for absence or withdrawal and 

the probability that the fencer would have qualified had they competed in the qualifying competition to 

its conclusion, based on results achieved in other competitions. If a fencer is permitted to enter the 

Junior Olympic Fencing Championships or USA Fencing Championship competition by this petition 

procedure, the fencer’s entry will in no way affect the number of qualifiers from the Division involved.  

 

 


